Trapped ion qubit and clock operations with a visible wavelength photonic coil resonator stabilized integrated Brillouin laser
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Integrating precise, stable, ultra-low noise visible light lasers into atomic systems is critical for advancing quantum information sciences and improving scalability and portability. Trapped ions are a leading approach for high-fidelity quantum computing, high-accuracy optical clocks, and precision quantum sensors. However, current ion-based systems rely on bulky, lab-scale precision lasers and optical stabilization cavities for optical clock and qubit operations, constraining the size, weight, scalability, and portability of atomic systems. Chip-scale integration of ultra-low noise lasers and reference cavities operating directly at optical clock transitions and capable of qubit and clock operations will represent a major transformation in atom and trapped ion-based quantum technologies. However, this goal has remained elusive. Here we report the first demonstration of chip-scale optical clock and qubit operations on a trapped ion using a photonic integrated direct-drive visible wavelength Brillouin laser stabilized to an integrated 3-meter coil-resonator reference cavity and the optical clock transition of a Sr+ ion trapped on a surface electrode chip. We also demonstrate for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, trapped-ion spectroscopy and qubit operations such as Rabi oscillations and high fidelity (99%) qubit state preparation and measurement (SPAM) using direct drive integrated photonic technologies without bulk optic stabilization cavities or second harmonic generation. Our chip-scale stabilized Brillouin laser exhibits a 6 kHz linewidth with the 0.4 Hz quadrupole transition of Sr+ and a self-consistent coherence time of 60 μs via Ramsey interferometry on the trapped ion qubit. Furthermore, we demonstrate the stability of the locked Brillouin laser to 5×10−13/√τ at 1 second using dual optical clocks. These results, facilitated by the low thermal-refractive noise 3-meter coil-resonator cavity and the ultra-low loss CMOS foundry compatible silicon nitride integration platform, pave a direct path towards monolithic integration of stabilized lasers within trapped ion chips. This advancement toward development of portable trapped-ion quantum sensors and clocks, heralds an era of portable quantum technologies.

INTRODUCTION

Trapped ions are a fundamental technology platform for quantum information sciences, enabling quantum information processors [1], optical clocks [2], precision quantum-logic spectroscopy [3], and quantum sensors [4]. Experiments based on ion trap technology employ a physics package that contains the ion trap and external laser and optical infrastructure used in the process of ion cooling, manipulation, interrogation, and readout. Today’s optical infrastructure occupies table tops and racks of equipment, and supports functions including light generation and stabilization, beam control and delivery to the ion, modulation, detection, and control, with light delivered to the trapped ion using optical fiber and free-space optics. Not only does the volume and size of current optical infrastructure add to the size, weight and cost of trapped-ion systems, but it also limits reliability, scalability, and even experimental precision and performance, particularly through the generation and accumulation of laser phase noise as light reaches the ion. There has been great success in miniaturizing the trapped ion physics package, and already trapped ion qubit systems are some of the smallest quantum computing systems in the world [5]. However, the miniaturization through integration of the remaining system volume comprised of precision optical laser systems and moving these components closer to the trap itself has yet to be demonstrated.

Recently, many other functions necessary for ion trap operation have been monolithically integrated into the surface electrode trap (SET) [6], such as detection [7–9], control electronics [10] and optical beam delivery [11–13]. There has also been success miniaturizing the ultra-high vacuum chamber [14, 15] which houses the SET. However, two of the most fundamentally limiting optical sub-systems today in terms of size, power, complexity, and reliability, are the precision low phase noise laser and the large ultra-low expansion optical cavity necessary to narrow the linewidth and stabilize the laser [16]. These two subsystems constitute the stabilized laser, which is particularly important for optical clock and qubit operations, and even in compact trapped ion systems more than half of the volume is comprised of the laser and optics systems [17]. Further, these optical systems are extremely sensitive, requiring careful temperature con-
FIG. 1. Chip-scale laser stabilization for portable optical clocks and trapped ion qubits: a, Conventional optical clocks utilize carefully isolated bulk cavities to narrow and stabilize an external cavity diode (ECDL) laser for interrogating optical clock transitions. b, We demonstrate a chip-scale integrated approach for generating and stabilizing the ultra-narrow linewidth laser. We use a photonic integrated direct-drive 674 nm ultra-low phase noise Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) laser which is stabilized to a photonic integrated 3-meter coil resonator reference cavity. Picture of the integrated SBS chip (c) and of the integrated coil resonator chip (d) with a penny for scale. e, Picture of the integrated surface electrode ion trap.
systems on-chip. There has been tremendous progress towards miniature bulk optic vacuum gap [28, 29] and solid silica cavities in ambient environment [30]. However, these technologies are not readily integrated on-chip with lasers and other components needed to create a fully integrated stabilized laser. Progress with on-chip waveguide reference cavities shows promising capabilities [31, 32] with a 4-meter silicon nitride coil [31] stabilizing a semiconductor laser to a 36 Hz ILW (1/τ) and an Allan deviation (ADEV) of 1.8 × 10⁻¹³/√τ at 10 ms measurement time with 2.3 kHz/s carrier drift. More recently, a 674 nm 3-meter long silicon coil resonator reduced laser FN by over 4 orders of magnitude, yielding a 4.2 kHz ILW and 3.5 × 10⁻¹²/√τ ADEV at 20 ms [33].

Progress towards implementing integrated stabilized laser technologies in an operational ion trap experiment has been limited. Such experiments must demonstrate measurements and operations critical to optical clocks, quantum computing, and sensing including ion spectroscopy, optical clock transition stability, qubit state preparation and measurement (SPAM) [1], and qubit coherence (e.g. Rabi oscillations and Ramsey interferometry). To date there has been limited progress in this direction using integrated photonic laser systems.

Here we report a transformational advance in photonic integration for trapped ion quantum and clock systems. We demonstrate for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, clock and qubit operations using chip-scale stabilized Brillouin laser, optical reference cavity, and ion trap technologies. The clock laser is a direct-drive ultralow noise integrated Si₃N₄ 674 nm SBS laser stabilized to an integrated Si₃N₄ 3-meter long coil reference cavity which is then stabilized to the optical clock transition of a trapped strontium Sr⁺ ion (Fig. 1b) in a surface electrode trap. We implement the same clock and qubit functions as performed in meter-scale experiments (Fig. 1a) with cm-scale technologies. We demonstrate for the first time the complete steps of trapped-ion spectroscopy, 99% fidelity state preparation and measurement (SPAM), as well as Rabi oscillations and Ramsey coherence measurements, using direct drive integrated photonic technologies. We demonstrate a FLW of 12 Hz with the Si₃N₄ 674 nm SBS laser, which is a reduction of over 3500x from the free running pump FLW. With the SBS locked to the Si₃N₄ coil resonator, we demonstrate a reverse 1/τ ILW of 580 Hz, which is a reduction of 300x from the the free-running pump reverse 1/τ ILW of 180 kHz. This coil reference cavity is enabled by the lowest loss (0.66 dB/m) waveguides and highest quality factor (Q) resonator (93 million) to date at 674 nm. To precisely compensate for the coil drift, we adapt a clocking protocol to actively lock the laser to the ion transition itself, providing absolute frequency stability within 300 Hz. The SBS+coil+ion locked laser ADEV is measured to be 5×10⁻¹⁳/√τ fractional stability at 1 second with a frequency drift of ±4 kHz over a minute.

We demonstrate the performance benefits of the chip-scale coil-ion stabilized SBS laser by using the optical clock driven qubit as a sensor to measure the closed-loop system coherence time to be 60 μs, with Ramsey fringe contrast decay. We also utilize the SBS laser stabilized to the coil and the 0.4 Hz quadrupole transition to perform precision ion-spectroscopy and measure 6 kHz linewidths, a reduction of 2x (12 kHz) for the coil-ion stabilized ECDL only. Equally important, this linewidth measurement is self-consistent with the qubit coherence time measurements. We also demonstrate that the reduction of high frequency noise by the SBS laser significantly improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and resolution of spectroscopy. We find that this combination of SBS nonlinear noise reduction and coil-resonator large mode-volume with low thermo-refractive noise (TRN) limit [25, 31, 34], provides exquisite laser noise characteristics for ion spectroscopy and qubit coherence.

These results demonstrate the potential for the CMOS foundry compatible Si₃N₄ ultra-low loss integrated photonic platform [24] to realize stabilized direct-drive lasers that can be monolithically integrated into the trapped ion surface trap, and represent a key advance in the development of portable trapped-ion quantum sensors and clocks that are immune to vibrations and phase noise, and herald an era of portable quantum technologies.

### CHIP-BASED TRAPPED-ION CLOCK AND QUBIT ARCHITECTURE

The noise reduction and stabilization of the integrated laser is engineered in multiple stages. First, the SBS provides high frequency phase noise reduction (reducing the FLW of the pump laser by several orders of magnitude), then locking to the large mode-volume 3-meter coil resonator reduces the noise close to carrier (reducing the ILW). Lastly, we use the optical clock transition of a strontium ion trapped in a custom surface electrode trap to stabilize the laser absolutely via a clock protocol and counter any drift of the coil (Fig. 2a).

Next, we interleave the clock protocol (which continually stabilizes the laser frequency) with trapped ion experiments like qubit operations, Rabi oscillations or spectroscopy. We use interleaved qubit operations to characterize the laser noise via coherence measurements (Fig. 2b). By interleaving the two independent clocks, we are able to compare their relative frequency to simultaneously measure the drift and the stability of the laser.

The clock operations and timing diagram is shown in Fig. 2c with 422 nm, 1092 nm, and 1033 nm lasers used for the trapped ion cooling, quench, and state detection cycles with the optical clock transition lock cycle measuring both sides of the transition for frequency lock to the ion. Once the coil-stabilized laser is locked to the optical clock transition (Fig. 2c), the qubit operations...
FIG. 2. Qubit operations using photonic coil stabilized laser: a, We demonstrate an integrated approach to generating and stabilizing the ultra-narrow linewidth laser. We use a photonic integrated direct-drive 674 nm ultra-low phase noise SBS laser, first stabilized to a photonic integrated 3-meter coil resonator reference cavity, then to a trapped ion optical clock transition for absolute stabilization. b, Optical clock operations are interleaved with trapped ion qubit operations to provide frequency stability for qubit operations, enabling us to measure the coherence of the laser with the qubit. We also interleave two independent optical clocks to measure the absolute frequency stability of the clocks by comparing their frequencies. c, Trapped ion optical clock laser pulse sequence to stabilize the laser, with one sample on the left full-width-half-max (FWHM) and one on the right side of the narrow optical clock transition (S(1/2) → D(5/2)). Pulses of 422 nm light are used to cool the ion and to detect the ion state via fluorescence. 1092 nm light is used during cooling and detection to repump the ion out of the D(5/2) state. During cooling a 1033 nm laser is pulsed to repump the ion out of the D(5/2) state, “quenching” the optical qubit controlled by the 674 nm laser. d, Qubit operations are then interleaved with the clock to perform trapped ion qubit experiments with the frequency of 674 nm laser stabilized by the clock. The clock stabilized 674 nm laser is then used for qubit state preparation and qubit operations. e, Energy levels of the strontium trapped ion showing the optical clock transition at 674 nm (S(1/2) → D(5/2)) which has a natural linewidth of 0.4 Hz.

(Fig. 2d) start with state preparation and then probe the transition on resonance. The 88Sr+ energy diagram and laser wavelengths are shown in Fig. 2e.

INTEGRATED PHOTONIC COIL RESONATOR STABILIZED BRILLOUIN LASER

The integrated coil-stabilized laser consists of two Si3N4 chips, a 674 nm SBS laser and a 3-meter coil resonator (Fig. 3). The SBS provides nonlinear noise suppression of the high FN components and the coil-resonator provides suppression of close to carrier noise and reduction in fractional frequency noise (FFN) and drift [31, 34]. The high-Q integrated coil-resonator has a large mode volume which lowers the thermorefractive noise (TRN) floor, with TRN limited ILW of < 50 Hz, and provides a sharp discriminant slope for PDH lock at the 88Sr+ clock wavelength of 674 nm [33]. The coil resonator is fabricated in a CMOS foundry with the lowest propagation loss and highest Q demonstrated to date at 674 nm, with propagation loss of 0.65 dB/m, intrinsic quality factor (Qi) of 93 million, and loaded quality factor (Qt) of 54 million, for the fundamental TM mode (See Supplementary Note 1 for further details of the waveguide and resonator design). The coil has a free spectral range of 65.5 MHz, meaning there are multiple peaks available in the AOM tuning range of 200 MHz enabling robust Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking of the SBS laser to the coil resonator (Fig. 3a). Further details of the SBS laser and coil-resonator lock are provided in Supplementary Note 1. Photographs of the operational SBS laser and coil-resonator are shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c respectively. The laser FN is measured using an optical fiber frequency discriminator [31]. The resulting FN measurements are shown in Fig. 3d for the pump ECDL laser, SBS laser, SBS laser locked to the coil resonator using AOM, as well as direct lock of pump ECDL to the coil resonator using current modulation. We demonstrate a FLW of 12 Hz with the SBS laser, which is a reduction of over 3500x from the 47 kHz free-
running pump FLW. With the SBS laser locked to the coil-resonator, we demonstrate a reverse 1/π ILW of 580 Hz, which is a reduction of 300X from the free-running pump reverse 1/π ILW of 180 kHz. The direct lock to the coil reduces the ILW by 18x to 10 kHz lock (1/π method) and reduces the FN by 2-3 orders of magnitude. The PDH lock of SBS to the coil demonstrates an additional 2 orders of magnitude of FN reduction and the resulting coil stabilized SBS laser has a total ILW reduction of 300x to 580 Hz with 1/π method and 60x reduction to 6 kHz with \( \beta \) separation method compared to the free running pump.

CHARACTERIZATION OF PHOTONIC STABILIZED LASER WITH TRAPPED ION QUBIT QUADRUPOLE TRANSITION

To characterize the photonically stabilized laser system, we use the narrow quadrupole transition \( (S_{1/2} \leftrightarrow D_{5/2}) \) of a strontium trapped ion qubit with a natural linewidth of 0.4 Hz. The ion is trapped using an in-house fabricated surface electrode trap within a compact room temperature ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) chamber (see Supplementary Note 3). Broad spectroscopy scans show all expected transitions between the \( S_{1/2} \) and \( D_{5/2} \) sub-levels, which are Zeeman split by a 5.9 Gauss magnetic field, to avoid overlap and frequency cross-talk of nearby electronic and motional transitions (Fig. 5d).

To reduce the effect of thermal drift on skewing our spectroscopy data, we implement a novel ‘waterfall’ method of spectroscopy, in which each trial of the scan samples all frequencies in the scan once and then repeats for multiple trials to acquire the statistics to measure the probability of a transition. This is in contrast to a conventional ‘left-to-right’ spectroscopy scan which would sample each frequency a set number of trials from left to right and thus give different linewidths depending on the relative direction of the drift and the scan. By using this waterfall method we ensure the that linewidth can only be broadened, not artificially narrowed by the drift. We measured the linewidth of a single carrier electronic transition using this waterfall method and observe 12 kHz linewidth with just the coil + ion laser and 6 kHz with the SBS + coil + ion laser (Fig. 6c). The bare coil was capable of ILW of 4 kHz [33] and the SBS is capable...
FIG. 4. Clock protocol for absolute laser stabilization using a trapped ion: a, In the first stage of integrated stabilization, the SBS laser system lowers the high frequency noise of the pump laser and reduces the ILW. b, Next, the SBS laser is stabilized through a PDH lock to a temperature controlled photonic 3-meter long coil-resonator. c, To further stabilize the laser, a clock protocol interrogates an optical clock transition of the trapped ion qubit at each FWHM and applies a correction to the frequency for the next loop. d, Running two independent clock feedback loops to the ion optical clock transition in parallel allows us to compare their performance and verify locking. Each lock (red and blue) shows the same underlying drift of the photonic coil resonator that must be corrected. The difference of the two locks (purple) shows the stability of the laser after locking to the optical clock transition. We also plot the RMS deviation of this frequency difference (purple box). e, Allan deviation of the coil stabilized SBS laser with and without ion clocking.

ION OPTICAL CLOCK STABILIZATION

To precisely track the drift of the coil and to simultaneously stabilize the laser to the absolute reference of the ion optical clock transition, we adapt a protocol similar to those used for optical clocks, Fig. 4b, which we implement via the software control (ARTIQ [35]) for our ion trap system. First we probe the left side of the ion transition at the full-width-half-max (FWHM) of the laser limited linewidth and record if the ion is bright or dark after fluorescence detection (2 ms). This indicates if the ion was excited to the D state by the laser pulse or not. Then we repeat on the other side of the resonance at FWHM and again record if the ion was bright or dark. If the laser is on resonance, both samples will have equal probabilities of excitation. However, if the laser has drifted, then the side to which the laser has drifted will be excited to the D state with higher probability. To correct this, the software lock will then apply a small correction to the frequency of the next cycle, with the feedback working to maintain balance between the excitation probabilities on each side of the ion resonance.

In our case, the clocking protocol is relatively fast, as it is only limited by the detection time (2 ms) and cooling time (2 ms) for the ion between cycles, and not by the interrogation time (∼60μs). Locking the laser to the ion using this clocking protocol simultaneously maintains absolute frequency stability of the laser and precisely measures the laser drift (Fig. 2a). To verify robust clocking with the ion, we add a triangle wave to the frequency sent of ILW of 600 Hz.

We first characterize the stability of just the photonic coil resonator before adding the SBS stage. To measure the coarse stability of the thermally stabilized photonic coil resonator we repeatedly performed spectroscopy scans and recorded the linewidth and center frequency. Typical drift of the coil over the course of an hour is less than 100 kHz. To measure the dependence of drift rate on temperature we tracked the coil drift after changing the temperature setpoint by 1 mK. We observe a coil frequency shift of ∼2.5 MHz in half an hour (1/e settling time of 7 minutes). This suggests that our observed frequency stability of 100 kHz over an hour is equivalent to a temperature stability of 30 μK.
Qubit operations for state preparation and measurement using photonic coil stabilized laser: a, Energy level diagram of frequency selective optical pumping scheme. First a 674 nm pulse excites any population in the \( S_{1/2,-1/2} \) state to the \( D_{5/2,-3/2} \) state, then a broad 1033 nm pulse pumps population to the \( P_{3/2,-3/2} \) state, from which it decays to the \( S_{1/2,-1/2} \) state. Each cycle of this sequence increases the probability the ion is in the \( S_{1/2,-1/2} \) state. b, For high fidelity state detection of a Zeeman qubit, one of the ground state spins must be shelved in the \( S_{1/2,-1/2} \) state before fluorescence detection. A single pulse of the 674 nm laser is capable of shelving most of the population but is limited by the coherence. Therefore, we apply pulses to all available \( D \) state sub-levels to ensure a high probability of shelving the desired Zeeman sub-level of the \( S \) state before fluorescence detection. A single pulse of the 674 nm laser is capable of shelving most of the population but is limited by the coherence. Therefore, we apply pulses to all available \( D \) state sub-levels to ensure a high probability of shelving the desired Zeeman sub-level of the \( S \) state before fluorescence detection. c, Histogram of photon counts over 1,000 trials showing a total SPAM fidelity of 99%. d, Ion spectroscopy (blue) and without (red) optical pumping, shows that spectral lines initiating from the \( S_{1/2,-1/2} \) states vanish with optical pumping. Optical pumping is performed on the \( S_{1/2,+1/2} \) \( \rightarrow D_{5/2,-3/2} \) (at laser detuning \( f = -6.67 \) MHz) and the \( S_{1/2,-1/2} \) \( \rightarrow D_{5/2,-3/2} \) (at laser detuning \( f = -3.00 \) MHz) transitions also vanish with optical pumping and the \( S_{1/2,-1/2} \) \( \rightarrow D_{5/2,-3/2} \) (at laser detuning \( f = -6.67 \) MHz) remains. Inset: a close up of the \( S_{1/2,+1/2} \) \( \rightarrow D_{5/2,-3/2} \) shows over 99% state preparation fidelity from the ratio of the amplitudes with and without optical pumping using only the coil-ion stabilized laser.

to the final AOM while clocking, which introduces an artificial drift for which the clock protocol must provide feedback to adjust. Further, we run two independent locks in parallel, with only one having a triangle wave and one without, verifying the clock lock performance accurately recovers the input triangle wave from the difference of the two clocks. This also verifies the lock is robust to artificial drift rates of more than 4 kHz/s.

Finally, to characterize the drift of the laser and the stability of the clock, we run two independent clocks without any artificial ramps and compare their stability. We observe that the SBS + coil + ion clock maintains an RMS frequency difference of 250 Hz from the ion transition (Fig. 4f), which is much smaller than the observed linewidth. Calculating the Allan deviation shows that the SBS + coil + ion has a fractional stability of 5 \( \times \) \( 10^{-13} / \sqrt{\tau} \) at 1 second (Fig. 4g). Following verification of clock lock and stabilization with the dual clocks technique, we interleave a single clock within each shot of qubit experiments (Fig. 2c) to maintain the absolute frequency stability within 1 kHz of the transition. This final step enables us to reliably perform qubit operations on the ion with the combined ion and photonic stabilized lasers.

QUBIT STATE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT (SPAM) WITH A PHOTONIC COIL STABILIZED BRILLOUIN LASER

Qubit state preparation and measurement are critical operations for quantum computation [30] which are typically achieved with frequency selective narrow linewidth
Coherent qubit operations with a photonic and ion stabilized laser source: a, Comparison of the qubit operations and coherence of the coil stabilized pump laser while clocked to the ion (coil + ion, blue) and the coil stabilized SBS laser while clocked to the ion (SBS + coil + ion, red). b, Energy level diagram of the strontium trapped optical qubit. c, Trapped Ion spectroscopy with the coil+ion stabilized pump laser (blue) showing a linewidth of 12 kHz, while the SBS+coil+ion stabilized laser (red) shows a linewidth of 6 kHz. d, Wider spectrum showing the motional sidebands of the trapped ion near ±900 kHz. The SBS laser (red) suppresses the servo bumps that are otherwise seen in the coil+ion stabilized spectroscopy (blue). e, Ramsey contrast vs. delay time measuring the laser noise of the coil stabilized laser (blue) and the SBS laser stabilized to coil (red), showing an improvement from 33 µs to 60.5 µs. Inset, shows the data for a single delay time as the phase between the two pulses is varied. f, Rabi oscillations with the SBS+coil+ion laser.

For state measurement we use the coil and ion stabilized laser to shelve one of the S state sub-levels into the D state (Fig. 5b). First, we apply a 15 µs pulse on the $S_{1/2, -1/2} \rightarrow D_{5/2, -5/2}$ transition to shelve most of the $S_{1/2, -1/2}$. However, the fidelity of a single pulse is limited by the finite laser coherence time of the coil + ion laser. Therefore, we apply additional pulses to shelve the same S state sub-level into the other available D state sub-levels. Once we have shelved the $S_{1/2, -1/2}$ into the D states, we apply resonant 422 nm light on the $S \rightarrow P$ transition, along with 1092 nm light to repump the ion during cycling, and count photons with a photo multiplier tube for 2ms. With just the coil+ion laser, we measure total state preparation and measurement (SPAM) fidelity > 99%. With the SBS+coil+ion laser, we observe that fewer pulses are necessary to achieve > 99% fidelity (Fig. 5c), due to the increased coherence time, which makes each pulse more efficient in transferring population from the $S_{1/2, -1/2}$ state to the $D_{5/2}$ sub-levels.
The quadrupole transition of $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ has been used to create a universal qubit gate-set for quantum computation [37]. We find that the coil + ion stabilized laser alone is not sufficient for high fidelity coherent qubit operations, but that the full SBS + coil + ion laser system is more capable of high fidelity qubit operations due to its narrower linewidth, longer coherence time and reduced background of high frequency noise.

To measure the coherence of the lasers with the qubit we perform Ramsey interferometry on the trapped ion by applying two $\frac{\pi}{2}$ pulses to the ion ($S_{1/2} \leftrightarrow D_{5/2}$) while sweeping the relative phase of the pulses. This ensures we capture the maximum contrast at each delay time (Fig. 6e, inset). We then fit the decay of contrast of these Ramsey fringes as the delay time between the two $\frac{\pi}{2}$ pulses is increased. For the coil+ion stabilized laser, we observe a $1/e$ decay time of $33 \mu s$ and for the SBS + coil + ion stabilized laser we observe $60.5 \mu s$ (Fig. 6e).

A coherence time of $60 \mu s$ of the SBS + coil + ion stabilized laser suggests the laser is capable of linewidths of $5.3 \text{ kHz}$ (eqn. 1), which is similar to our observed linewidths of $6 \text{ kHz}$ (Fig. 6c). Our measurements of the coil + ion stabilized laser shows a broader linewidth of $12 \text{ kHz}$, which suggests a coherence time of $26 \mu s$, similar to our measurement of $33 \mu s$. These improvements to coherence highlight one of the main performance improvements yielded with the superior noise performance of the SBS laser. Another key measurement that highlights how the SBS + coil + ion spectroscopy has lower high frequency noise than the coil + ion is to compare broader spectroscopy scans (Fig. 6d), which clearly show that the coil + ion has prominent servo bumps near to carrier ($250 \text{ kHz}$) that are absent in the SBS + coil + ion spectrum.

\[
\Delta \nu = \frac{1}{\pi \cdot \tau_{\text{coh}}} \tag{1}
\]

Next, we perform Rabi oscillations on the trapped ion optical clock transition ($S_{1/2} \leftrightarrow D_{5/2}$) to test the fidelity of single qubit rotations using the coil stabilized SBS laser (Fig. 6f). We first prepare the ion with Doppler cooling (Fig. 1d), optical pumping (Fig. 5a,d), and then pulse the 674 nm laser for varying pulse lengths. With the SBS + coil + ion stabilized laser we observe single flip fidelity of 92 % limited by both the laser coherence time and the motional state of the ion. With the coil + ion stabilized laser we observe 80 % contrast which decays rapidly due to the shorter coherence time. Still, this is sufficient for qubit SPAM operations as demonstrated above.

**DISCUSSION**

In this work we present a transformational advance in integrated trapped ion quantum information processor, sensing, and timing systems. We report the first demonstration of photonic integration of the largest and most sensitive optical component of these quantum systems, namely the stabilized optical ion clock and qubit laser, and further lock this laser to the optical clock transition of a $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion trapped on an integrated surface electrode chip. We then use this clock stabilized laser to perform interleaved qubit operations. This set of results is achieved without vacuum isolation of the photonics and by leveraging relaxed temperature stability requirements of the integrated coil-cavity achieved through a clock stabilization protocol, dramatically lowering the technical overhead to achieve qubit operations (e.g. Rabi oscillations and Ramsey interferometry) and high fidelity SPAM with trapped ions.

Here, the chip-scale ion clock and qubit operations are performed with an integrated trapped ion chip and a photonic integrated silicon nitride direct-drive, 674 nm visible wavelength stimulated Brillouin laser which is stabilized to an integrated silicon nitride 3-meter coil resonator reference cavity. This level of performance is enabled by the exquisite noise properties of the Brillouin laser combined with the linewidth reduction and predictable drift of the low thermal-refractive noise (TRN) 3-meter coil-resonator cavity. The direct drive Si$_3$N$_4$ integrated 674 nm SBS laser produces 12 Hz FLW emission which represents over 3500X reduction in the ECDL pump laser FLW. Successive stabilization of the SBS laser to the Si$_3$N$_4$ integrated 674 nm 3-meter coil reference cavity further reduces the ILW of the free-running ECDL by $> 300x$.

The final stage of stabilization, locking the laser to a $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion trapped on an integrated chip with an optical clock protocol, results in record stabilization for an all-chip solution, providing absolute frequency stability within 300 Hz. We measure the long-term stability of the integrated coil-ion stabilized SBS laser to be $5 \times 10^{-13}/\sqrt{t}$ at 1 second, with a frequency deviation of $\pm 4 \text{ kHz}$ over a minute, ($\sim 100 \text{ Hz/second}$) which corresponds to temperature drift of less than 40 nK/s. The ion lock therefore effectively maintains temperature stability within 100 nK while clocking.

We demonstrate the performance of this approach by interleaving qubit operations within the ion clock stabilization cycles, using spectroscopy to measure a linewidth of 6 kHz and Ramsey interferometry to measure a self-consistent coherence time of 60 $\mu s$. We also perform qubit operations like Rabi oscillations and high fidelity SPAM (>99%). We further compare the performance with and without the SBS laser to showcase how the high frequency noise reduction from the SBS laser dramatically
improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and resolution of spectroscopy.

These results demonstrate that precision, ultra-low noise chip-scale lasers can be stabilized and locked to atomic and qubit transitions with photonic integrated CMOS foundry compatible technologies without the aid of table-top or micro-optic reference cavities, leading to portable, reliable, and scalable trapped ion quantum systems. These results also show the potential for utilizing integrated technologies as pre-stabilization for the world’s most stable lasers and highest precision atomic sensing experiments [38].

These results are critical and direct steps on the path towards monolithic integration within a trapped ion quantum processor, as they demonstrate key constituent components which are all readily compatible with monolithic fabrication. Specifically, the ultra-low loss SiN platform [24] used for fabrication of the photonics is CMOS compatible and therefore readily compatible with the ion trap chip fabrication. For example, the ion trap can be directly fabricated on top of the cladding of the photonics. Monolithic integration is also motivated by the dramatically improved phase stability and vibration resilience provided by a monolithic beam path from the laser, through waveguides and grating couplers to a trapped ion [12]. This is in contrast to today’s systems which must employ phase cancellation to mitigate the accumulation of noise in the free-space and optical fiber beam paths. This miniaturization would also enable the creation of arrays of portable quantum information processors for computation and sensing. Multiplexing of the ion clocks on-chip, as well as multiplexing of the laser stabilization devices on-chip, could create a path to much tighter phase stability clock protocols which interleave varying interrogations across various witness qubits.

Further, rapid advancement in photonic based laser stabilization performance in the infrared wavelengths such as cascading suppressed SBS [39], protocols [40, 41] and exploration of different materials to reduce drift [42] suggests that there is still much room for improvement in the visible wavelengths which could enable even narrower visible light linewidths and lower phase noise, a subject of current ongoing research. Significant improvements are expected by direct tuning of the SBS cavity via thermal or PZT stress-optic actuation [43] and on-chip modulation to allow integration of the SBS and coil on a single chip while removing bulky and power consuming AOMs [44]. Furthermore, development of heterogeneously integrated laser pump sources in the visible [27, 45, 46] would enable locating the pump laser on chip and a fully integrated chip-scale photonic-ion platform. Combined with the vibration resilience of photonic delivery to the trapped ion qubit, this fully integrated chip-scale photonic-ion platform could open the door to ultra-precise & portable, quantum sensors, optical clocks and quantum computers.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

In this Supplementary Information, we outline more details on the locking setups, design of the SBS and coil resonator and the enclosure to thermally stabilize the resonators.

Supplementary Note 1: Details of lock

SBS Lock: The 674 nm pump laser is a commercial external cavity diode laser (Moglabs Littrow cavity laser) which seeds a commercial tapered amplifier (TA). The pump lock to the SBS resonator is performed with the inbuilt proportional-integral-differential (PID) servo in the controller of the laser. The controller also modulates the current at 250 kHz to add sidebands for the lock. The laser comes with a 700 kHz PD for locking and the SBS resonator transmission is detected using this PD. Demodulation is carried out internally in the controller and a current servo is added with the drive current for the lock. This Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) lock is a ‘weak’ lock, i.e. it keeps the pump laser on resonance with the SBS resonator but does not provide any linewidth reduction.

SBS lock to coil: For locking SBS laser to the coil, the same APD, demodulation scheme and servo is used as the direct lock of the pump to coil with the difference being that an AOM is used frequency control and the servo signal is fed to the VCO controlling the AOM. For modulation, since the AOM response is limited, a resonant 25 MHz electro-optic modulator (EOM) is used.

Supplementary Note 2: Resonator design

The resonators are based on low loss dilute mode Si$_3$N$_4$ waveguides with a waveguide width of 2.3 µm and core thickness of 40 nm. The core is made of stoichiometric Si$_3$N$_4$ deposited with low pressure chemical vapor deposition process, the lower cladding is 15 µm thermal oxide and the upper cladding is 6 µm, formed with plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition [25]. The waveguide supports the fundamental TE (TE0) and fundamental TM (TM0) modes and the cross section is shown in Fig. 7a. The resonators are designed in the lower loss TM0 mode which also has a larger mode area of 2.4 µm$^2$ compared to the TE mode area of 1.4 µm$^2$. The critical bend radius, defined as radius above which bend loss contribution is $< 0.01$ dB/m, is ∼ 3.5 mm for the TM0 mode. This waveguide design is used for SBS resonator and for the bus and coupling section of the coil resonator. The coil section of the coil resonator has waveguide width of 3.25 µm to reduce the bend losses and further increase the area of the mode to 3.1 µm$^2$. The resonator coupling for both the coil and the SBS resonator is designed to only support the TM0 mode with critical coupling. The coil is processed in a 200 mm CMOS process. The Q and FSR of the coil obtained by calibrated MZI method [25, 47]. The measured Q$_l$ = 54 million, Q$_c$ = 93.2 million with a propagation loss of 0.66 dB/m and FSR of 65.5 MHz is obtained, shown in Fig. 7b, which is the lowest waveguide loss and highest Q at 674 nm. The SBS resonator are designed so that both the pump and 25 GHz redshifted first Stokes tone (Brillouin gain shift) are both resonant in the resonator [25], and the FSR of 8.33 GHz is chosen such that 3x FSR = Brillouin gain shift. The SBS resonators are fabricated in a 100 mm wafer in UCSB cleanroom and demonstrates higher loss likely due to higher bend loss contribution resulting from fabrication variations increasing the critical bend radius, with propagation loss of 1.6 dB/m, Q$_l$ of $16 \times 10^6$ and Q$_c$ of $39.6 \times 10^6$, shown in Fig. 7c. The SBS resonator demonstrates a threshold of 10 mW (on chip power) and a 40 mW S2 threshold. The SBS resonators are operated just below S2 threshold for lowest fundamental linewidth operation [47, 48]. Future designs can improve the threshold by fabricating the CMOS devices also in the CMOS process.

Supplementary Note 3: Ion trap fabrication

The surface electrode ion trap chip was designed and fabricated in the UMass Amherst clean room facilities. The surface electrodes are composed of a 1.1 µm thick layer of sputtered niobium metal, deposited onto a 4 in. fused silica wafer. The electrodes are defined via reactive ion etching (RIE) which transfers the optical lithography pattern to the niobium. The wafers are then diced into 1 cm square chips and cleaned with argon ion milling, which removes ∼ 100 nm of niobium and anneals the surface.
FIG. 7. **Resonator design and characterization:** (a) waveguide cross section. (b) Q and FSR measurements of the coil resonator with $Q_i$ of $54 \times 10^6$, $Q_i$ of $93.2 \times 10^6$ propagation loss of 0.66 dB/m and a measured FSR of 65.5 MHz . (c) Q and FSR measurements of the SBS resonator with $Q_i$ of $16 \times 10^6$, $Q_i$ of $39.6 \times 10^6$ propagation loss of 1.6 dB/m.

**Supplementary Note 4: PIC packaging**

Temperature stabilized aluminium enclosures Fig. 8b house the integrated coil to isolate it from the environment. Cleaved fibers are aligned and epoxied to the facet of the coil, which is then placed upon Teflon Fig. 8c inside the inner aluminium enclosure. The inner enclosure is mounted on a TEC Fig. 8a and stabilized by a temperature controller (Vescent Slice-QTC) to provide the thermal control within a 1 mK. This aluminum box is placed inside an additional aluminum box and then a styrofoam box for further isolation. The SBS device is not packaged, but is temperature stabilized. The device is coupled with cleaved fibers using nano-positioners (Thorlabs Nanomax) and index matching gel is used to reduce facet loss. The facet loss for the packaged coil is 5.5 dB/facet and is mostly expected from the misalignment during the packaging process, the facet loss for the SBS resonator is $\sim 2$ dB/facet.

FIG. 8. **Enclosure:** (a) Side view of the dual aluminium enclosures for the packaged coil with a TEC in between. (b) 3D view of the enclosures. (c) Packaged coil on top of Teflon sheet (white) within enclosure.